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Docrates uses personal genetic information in treating cancer   

Gene profiling of cancer already in use in Finland 

Finnish cancer center Docrates actively utilizes knowledge of the human genotype in its treatments. 
Together with the American company Caris Life Sciences Docrates has performed several Caris 
Molecular Intelligence genetic mappings in order to provide targeted cancer treatments for their 
patients. Over 30 mappings of tumors have been done, which places Docrates in the top among cancer 
centers in all of Europe. Gene profiling enables targeted cancer care and reduces unnecessary treatments 
as well as side effects for the patient. 

Utilizing genetic information and genotype is often mentioned when discussing future treatment options 
or the bio industry as a potential accelerator for economic growth. At the Docrates Cancer Center genetic 
information is already in use. 

Docrates uses a gene profiling test which through accurate molecular profiling of the tumor finds biological 
medication alternatives worth trying. It also helps to eliminate drugs which in all probability would not help. The 
test defines tens of attributes from a tissue sample, which are then analyzed statistically. Based on these 
attributes accurate, personal genetic information is obtained which enables choosing the most optimal and 
effective medication. 

”Gene profiling enables the choice of the right medication, and treatment can be planned individually, humanely 
and efficiently. We have sent already over thirty tissue samples of cancer tumors by express mail to our partner 
Caris Life Sciences, and we receive an accurate gene profile within 14 days. This tool enables us to choose the 
optimal medication and to rule out inefficient treatments in advance. Patients do not have to go through 
unnecessary treatments nor be exposed to unnecessary side effects”, says Docrates Cancer Center’s Chief Clinical 
Director Timo Joensuu.  

Medicines can have serious side effects which weaken the patient’s resistance. In the worst case these side 
effects can be so serious that cytostatic treatment can no longer be continued. This is annoying if the side effects 
have been caused by an ineffective medicine. Certain gene mutations can significantly impact the effect of some 
drugs. In some cases the impact is similar to an on/off switch; either the medication works or it is totally 
inefficient. 

  
Genetic information important in developing targeted treatments 
 
As targeted treatments and medicines develop, genetic information becomes even more important. Personalized 
diagnosis and gene profiling are important for various reasons. Cancer is not just one disease, but e.g. breast 
cancer has tens of subtypes. Pharmaceutical companies have not been able to test a drug for each cancer subtype. 
A genetic test will tell which medicine has the highest probability of having effect on that person’s cancer 
individually. 

 
”Certain cancer drugs work only on a certain cancer subtype. The subtype is determined by gene mutations and 
altered proteins. It is pointless to administer expensive or toxic medicine to a patient whose cancer is not 
responsive to that medicine. No-one wants useless treatment; it is also a matter of cost. Inefficient treatment is 
expensive. Also, changes in molecular pathology help in the diagnosis and follow-up of the disease. In addition, 
with the help of personalized diagnostics the cancer prognosis becomes more accurate. This is an important 
breakthrough in cancer treatment which benefits the patient” says Andreas Voss, Medical Director of Caris Life 
Sciences. 
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In a report regarding future cancer treatments the Finnish Ministry of Social Affairs and Health states the 
following: “In the future cancer medicine will focus significantly more in pre-operative diagnostics. This leads to 
defining each patient’s tumor more individually and accurately. Also gene probes will aid in the examination of 
tissue samples. 

They can determine gene mutations, which can be different in the various subtypes of even the same 
cancer.”iThese future guidelines are already in everyday practical use at the Docrates Cancer Center. 

“Not long ago it was predicted that in the future the whole human gene map can be examined and thus a 
personalized and accurate treatment can be customized. It has now come true. Similar gene profiling is not yet 
widely done in the rest of Europe, thus Docrates has a head start. We have gained valuable experience in gene 
profiling. It is not automatically done for everyone – not all patients benefit from it. We have learned to identify 
even more specifically and accurately those patients who will benefit from gene profiling”, says Chief Clinical 
Director Joensuu. 

 
Caris Molecular Intelligence gene profiling test is a self-learning test. This means that while scientific data 
accumulates, new findings are integrated into the test battery. In addition to the Molecular Intelligence gene 
profiling test Docrates also uses other targeted genetic tests, including BCtest®, OncotypeDX® or MammaPrint® 
tests for breast cancer patients and Cancer Type ID® test for finding out the origin of cancer. New tests are being 
developed and they will aid personalized treatment of cancer patients in the near future. 

Additional information:  
 
Chief Medical Director Timo Joensuu, MD, PhD, Specialist in Medical Oncology and Radiotherapy, Docrates 
Cancer Center, timo.joensuu@docrates.com, +358 50 5001831. 

Communications Director Pauliina Mäkinen, Docrates Cancer Center, pauliina.makinen@docrates.com, +358 50 
5001838. 

Docrates Cancer Center is a Finnish owned international cancer center in Helsinki. We provide state-of-the art cancer treatment 
for patients all the way from diagnosis to follow-up care of cancer. Once the cancer has been diagnosed and imaged, treatment 
can begin without delay.  Our unique concept is attracting patients from all over the world. Together with our network of 
leadings clinical experts we offer immediate and comprehensive cancer care. Docrates is the largest exporter of healthcare 
services in Finland. We have had patients from over 30 countries and have treated almost 30 different types of cancer. We are 
experiencing strong international growth. www.docrates.com 

                                                 
i Ministry of Social Affairs and Health report 2010:16 
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